
 

 

 

MODELLISTA Rolls Out Customized Parts for New “LEXUS LS” 

 

November 19, 2020 

 

 

TOYOTA CUSTOMIZING & DEVELOPMET Co., Ltd. has lined up MODELLISTA brand customized parts as "F 

SPORT PARTS (MODELLSITA)" for new “LEXUS LS” and released it on November 19, 2020 through Lexus stores 

nationwide. 

 

The “Advanced Luxury Package” is developed based on the concept of "-FORCE-Signature", is composed by three 

parts, "Front Spoiler", "Side Skirt", and "Rear Skirt". The modeling makes you feel the attractive power, the iconic and 

premium elements create the style suitable for the new LS. 

In addition, the newly setting "21inch Forged Alloy Wheel & Tire Set (with lock nuts)" has a special modeling with a 

dynamic spoke design that facing forward on each side of the vehicle. Also the brilliant dark sputtering creates a 

premium sense. 

 

 

  

F SPORT PARTS（MODELLISTA） 



■F SPORT PARTS (MODELLISTA) 

Parts Name Remarks 

F SPORT PARTS (MODELLISTA)  Advanced Luxury Package 

 

Ａ Front Spoiler 

 

 

 

Ｂ  Side Skirt 

 

 

Ｃ Rear Skirt 

 

 

 

[Color Variations]                                                     

Sonic Quartz <085>, Black <212>, Graphite Black Glass Flake <223> 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



■F SPORT PARTS (MODELLISTA) 

21inch Forged Alloy Wheel & Tire Set 

(with lock nuts) 

 

 

21inch Forged Alloy Wheel & Tire Set 

(with lock nuts) 

 

 

 

* This list is based on Japanese model and our products are intended use only within Japan. 

 

INFORMATION 

Date of Release 

 

November 19, 2020 

 

MODELLISTA Global Website 

 

https://www.modellista.co.jp/en/ 

 

 

 

https://www.modellista.co.jp/en/


LEXUS LS “F SPORT PARTS（MODELLISTA）” Customizing Parts

Application

EXECUTIVE version L F SPORT I package EXECUTIVE version L F SPORT I package

Non-Painted 2.0 3.0 D2531-63410-00 Resin(ABS), Non-Painted

Painted 2.0 - D2531-63410-※1 Resin(ABS), Painted with genuine color

Non-Painted 2.2 3.0 D2531-63410-00 Resin(ABS), Non-Painted

Painted 2.2 - D2531-63410-※1 Resin(ABS), Painted with genuine color

Non-Painted 2.4 5.5 D2611-54810-00 Resin(ABS), Non-Painted　※2

Painted 2.4 - D2611-54810-※1 Resin(ABS), Painted with genuine color　※2

Non-Painted 2.0 4.5 D2641-54810-00 Resin(PPE), Non-Painted

Painted 2.0 - D2641-54810-※1 Resin(PPE), Painted with genuine color

Non-Painted 2.0 4.5 D2641-54820-00 Resin(PPE), Non-Painted

Painted 2.0 - D2641-54820-※1 Resin(PPE), Painted with genuine color

21×8.5J&245/40RF21 0.5 - D2426-54910

Front：21×8.5J&245/40RF21
Rear：21×9.5J&275/35RF21

0.5 - D2426-54920

21×8.5J&245/40RF21 0.5 - D2426-63510

Front：21×8.5J&245/40RF21
Rear：21×9.5J&275/35RF21

0.5 - D2426-63520

F SPORT
PARTS

(MODELLISTA)

Front Spoiler (LS500)

Front Spoiler (LS500h)

Side Skirt

Rear Skirt (LS500)

Rear Skirt (LS500)

21inch Forged Alloy Wheel & Tire Set
(with lock nuts) (Conical type)

Alloy Wheel <Super Bright Chrome> & Bridgestone POTENZA S001L  ※3

21inch Forged Alloy Wheel & Tire Set
(with lock nuts) (Mag type)

Alloy Wheel <Super Bright Chrome> & Bridgestone POTENZA S001L ※3

LS500 LS500h
RemarksPart Name

Reference
Installation Time

(h)

Reference
Painting Time

(h)
Part Number

※1.The following code is added for each color for the part number of the painted parts. Sonic Quartz:A1, Black:C0, Graphite B lack Glass Flake:C1
※2.When a tire punctured, genuine jack cannot be used.
※3.Price of Alloy Wheel & Tire Set includes nuts, center caps, TPWS valves, lock nuts and dedicated pattern key.

Drilling to the body/bumper or resin product will be required when installing.

<Handling Caution> 
- Please do not conduct any modification to the product or it may cause a serious accident or damage. 
-Please be noted that the garage jack may not be used at the specified position due to the installation of modellista parts. 

<Aero Parts>   
-When installing aero parts, the clearance with the road surface becomes narrow, and it becomes easy to interfere with curb bump or slopes on road. Also, aero parts may be damaged under snows or freezes. 
-Aero parts are made of resin (ABS/PPE).  This material is weak to impact in general. Especially, be careful  when it is extremely cold. 
-Painted parts may not have the exact same paint color as the standard vehicle. 

<Alloy Wheel/Tire>
-Please be noted that installation of Alloy Wheel & Tire Set or Alloy Wheel Set (Tires installed separately) may increase the driving sound or lower the draining level during rain and grip during snowing condition. Also driving comfortability or steering stability may differ from standard vehicle. Tires may wear faster compared to standard tires. Tire chain may not be applicable .
-When installing Alloy Wheel & Tire Set or Alloy Wheel Set (Tires installed separately) , please follow the above application.
-Tire may interfere or protrude if tire other than setting are installed.
-When installing Alloy Wheel & Tire Set or Alloy Wheel Set (Tires installed separately) to size up, part of the driving support devices and preventive safety functions must be disactivated. For the details, please check the instruction manual of the vehicle.

*This list is based on Japanese model and our products are intended use only within Japan. We cannot provide any information regarding their suitability for use outside Japan. 
*The contents is as of November, 2020, and the specification and accessory are subject to change without notice. 




